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The vain hope of art, that in the disenchanted world it
might save itself through pseudomorphosis into science,
becomes art’s nemesis.
(Theodore W Adorno, “The Aging of the New Music”)
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However, most of them are pretty awful at storing, displaying
and understanding music because they’ve not been told how
to do it.
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Graham Hair has been writing with 19 divisions of the Octave, and
wants to perform the works and analyse them.
In summary, we want to:
1. compose music;
2. print out performing editions;
3. maybe “audio proof-read” the score, certainly be able to pass
rehearsal aids to performers;
4. learn by performance analysis what the performers are actually
doing to accelerate the development and acceptance of
idiomatic 19EDO repertoire.
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Because of a “milk comes from supermarkets” mentality
(which suits the corporatate shrink-wrap software giants just
fine), most users either don’t realise you can program a
computer, or think they are too stupid to do it.
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n-ISM hosts The Javascript Clavier sourcecode and something
approaching documentation and instructions on how to use in on
your own web pages.
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Richly describing the score in plain text oriented towards the
human engraver wasn’t really possible until. . .

Lilypond: A Tool for Notation

Han-Wen Nienhuys and Jan Nieuwenhuizen
begin Lilypond in 1996, saying “LilyPond came
about when two musicians wanted to go
beyond the soulless look of computer-printed
sheet music. Musicians prefer reading beautiful
music, so why couldn’t programmers write
software to produce elegant printed parts?”
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Han-Wen Nienhuys and Jan Nieuwenhuizen
begin Lilypond in 1996, saying “LilyPond came
about when two musicians wanted to go
beyond the soulless look of computer-printed
sheet music. Musicians prefer reading beautiful
music, so why couldn’t programmers write
software to produce elegant printed parts?”
It converts “music expressions” into beautifully
typeset score. The expressions are designed to
simplify entry for the human as much as
possible.

Lilypond input
\ relative c ’ {
\ clef treble
\ tempo 4 = 96
c4 c g ’ g |
a4 a g2 |
f4 f e e
}

Why programmers can’t make elegant printed parts

The Lilypond authors answered the question in their excellent
essay1 by considering how one would normally go about setting out
structured documents using a box model.
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This and the following slide are from their section on Building Software.

Why programmers can’t make elegant printed parts

The Lilypond authors answered the question in their excellent
essay1 by considering how one would normally go about setting out
structured documents using a box model. Unfortunately it is very
easy to think of music where this breaks down completely.

1

This and the following slide are from their section on Building Software.
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Visual quality of the engraving is important but unless you’re
writing an engraver, it shouldn’t be your problem.

Lilypond at the (Javascript) Keyboard

There’s a Lilypond Parser available to drive the Javascript
Webboard, so the same language can be used to display and play
short musical examples. It rains a lot in Oban.
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...but commercial synthesisers don’t always support it.

Lilypond: How to Cheat at Temperaments

Microtonal MIDI
tuning = #19
\ include " regular . ly "
...
\ score {
...
\ midi { }
\ layout { }
}
\ layout

We are deeply endebted to Graham
Breed, the notorious microtonalist, who
has written a macro which causes
Lilpond MIDI to include pitch bend
commands in its MIDI output.
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Lilypond: How to Cheat at Temperaments

Microtonal MIDI
tuning = #19
\ include " regular . ly "
...
\ score {
...
\ midi { }
\ layout { }
}
\ layout

We are deeply endebted to Graham
Breed, the notorious microtonalist, who
has written a macro which causes
Lilpond MIDI to include pitch bend
commands in its MIDI output.
He also provides a python program
which replaces erroneous pitch-bends
with MTS commands when polyphonic
instruments are in use
fluidsynth is an open-source MIDI
renderer which honours the MIDI tuning
system
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Metrical arithmetic: “Add 2
beats in 3/4 from bar 6 beat 2”;
>>> import spoff
>>> addDuration (
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... ’ division ’:0} ,
... { ’ bar ’:0 , ’ beat ’:2 ,
... ’ division ’:0} ,
... 3)
{ ’ bar ’:7 , ’ beat ’:1 ,
’ division ’:0}
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>>> import spoff
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spoff processes fundamental
musical quantities, such as:
I

Metrical arithmetic: “Add 2
beats in 3/4 from bar 6 beat 2”;

I

Interval arithmetic, both simple
and not so simple;

I

and Intervals between notes,
however silly.

With the PostgreSQL database
queries can scan entire corpora.
Output can be added to Lilypond
scores.

SPOFF (SPirals OF Fifths)

